SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT 2019/2020

COVID-19, THE CLIMATE, AND THE QUEST
FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
We write this introduction a couple months into a changed world.
We’re midway through June 2020, seeing through a lens that is
heavily influenced by the Covid-19 experience.
Even for us that have been relatively sheltered, the impact is huge.
As we navigate the uncertainty, the safety of staff, customers, and
visitors is our first priority. We are adapting to social distancing,
travel restrictions, and the digital fast forward. We’re also securing
financial resources to survive a period where revenue has drama
tically dropped and remains uncertain. We’re acting on these challenges while still fulfilling our purpose: inspiring and empowering
people to get out more, move, and connect with nature, creating
a much needed sense of community.
When the pandemic began, we focused in to determine what was
truly business critical. We took a hard look at our sustainability
work, and we almost immediately concluded that these efforts are
not optional. They’re a fully integrated part of what we do and
who we are. Sustainability is a vital part of Icebug’s core.
To solidify Icebug’s commitment to the quest for a sustainable
future, we also joined 1% for the Planet this year. As a member, we
pledge to donate 1% of our total sales to support environmental
non-profit organizations, regardless of our profit.
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Another important initiative that Icebug joined recently is the The
1.5°C Business Playbook, which aims to help companies be drivers
of the societal transition needed to stay within a reasonably safe
global temperature increase.
The Playbook is based on four pillars. The first pillar is to reduce
the company’s own emissions. The second is to reduce the company’s value chain emissions. The third pillar is to transform the company’s products, services, and projects to generate low or zero
emissions or even remove carbon from the atmosphere. The fourth
pillar is to work with other actors in society to accelerate climate
action.
This is very similar to what we set out to do on our own at the end
of the Summer of 2018. We pledged to become climate positive
by offsetting more than the emissions we caused after having cut
them as much as we could. We succeed after only six months,
earning us the title of the World’s First Climate-Positive Outdoor
Footwear Brand by the UNFCC. Since then, we have spent a lot of
time sharing our learnings and trying to inspire others to take climate action too. The Playbook is the best road map that we have
seen so far, so it was an obvious choice to become a supporting
partner and promote it the best we can.

manus kommer
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Although very important, climate action is only one part of the
entire scope of sustainability work. There is more on that in this
report. Sustainaibility is vast and complex, and it requires a holistic approach. It takes a balanced view of various negative impacts
(apart from the CO2 footprint, there’s also land use and nature
preservation, water, and chemicals just to name a few) and a keen
eye on how to contribute in a positive way to sustainable development framed by the Global Goals.

We’re a work in progress and far from
perfect, but we’re motivated to take on
the work needed.

From our own work and participating in a lot of different climate
working groups and intiatives, we know that significant reductions can be made already with existing methods and technology.
It will still require a stretch, but with some effort on behalf of companies, there’s plenty of low hanging fruit to pick.
Reflecting on the situation with Covid-19, we have learned a lot
that we can use to tackle the climate emergency before it’s fully
developed into an overwhelming crisis.
A global crisis demands a global response. We are able to listen
to and follow science and experts – accepting that science initially
has a certain level of insecurity – and chose between different
non-ideal options. We see the need to have a safety margin and
that early action makes the crisis easier to handle.

When needed, we’re able to make sacrifices for the sake of others. Even though there will be some gains from a more sustainable
lifestyle, sacrifices will need to be made to transition to a 1.5
degree pathway. Those vulnerable that we need to protect are
the future generations.
Since we’re all affected by a global problem, we have the right to
expect others to take responsibility too. In the wake of Covid-19,
we see new social norms formed. We see that the problem can be
solved by the masses adopting those norms, rather than every
single person, company, or even country doing the exact right
thing.
At Icebug, we navigate as much as we can in our work by principles and understanding of context, rather than rules and detailed
instructions. The scientific evidence is clear that we need a fundamental change of the way that we do business. Every influential
decision maker at every company must align with 1.5°C for preserving a more liveable planet.
Even when following principles, there are certain baseline rules
needed. When it comes to reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
we’re strongly in favor of introducing a proper price on carbon –
be it a fee and dividend, or a tax – since that is what we believe
would tip the scales and accelerate the transition needed.
Until that happens, we intend to keep owning our responsibility
and helping others do the same. We will also start holding those
that don’t accountable.
Tom Nilsson and David Ekelund, co-CEOs Icebug
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ICEBUG SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
Welcome to our fourth sustainability report. Once again, we have
made progress on many levels. One example is that we have
intensified our climate action work, teaming up with several networks with the common goal to share experiences. This means we
can contribute more efficiently in scaling up climate action.
If you visit us in Jonsered, Sweden, you’ll find out that the sustainability thinking permeates our headquarters. We have a dedicated
in-house team plus eager external associates contributing essential skills and knowledge – all making choices every day to achieve
a better tomorrow. Sustainability has been our guideline for a
long time, and right from the start our whole reason for existing
has been for a good cause: We want to inspire and empower people to go out and enjoy the outdoors, no matter what the weather
conditions are. That is what we do ourselves too – we walk, hike,
and run the forest trails outside our office. All year round.
We started our focused sustainability work in 2015 by participating in the Peak Innovation Project for creating a strategy to
become a more sustainable company. The whole company was
involved, and our primary value chain partners were included from
the very beginning. We envisioned our position in the industry 20
years from then as the industry leader in traction technology with
products manufactured in a sustainable way and with Icebug
being part of a circular society.
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Company-Level commitment

Making a difference in the industry is far more challenging than
gaining the trust of our customers. But challenge is healthy, and
we accept it. As a company, we’re all about creating long-lasting
products with comfort and durability for harsh conditions. It goes
without saying that quality comes first, and we need to keep
pushing that at every step of the value chain. Sustainability is
deeply rooted at Icebug. From the smallest daily actions to future
business planning, we consider the options and weigh out our
decisions with the aim of becoming a sustainable brand having a
profitable, sustainable business. We have set our goals as a team,
and every goal is verified by management. In this report, you will
find our people writing about their views on sustainability in relation to their work. Whether that’s customer service, event management, recruiting, or online sales, sustainability is an integral
part of it. Every aspect must be considered when talking about
company-level commitment.
The main sustainability communication channel with the customers is the web page, where we try to make as much of what we
know as available as possible. The annual Sustainability Report
has a stricter format with the purpose of measuring and following
up from year to year. Effort is put more on accuracy and consistency than into the format and communicative aspects.
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SINCE LAST REPORT
Since we launched our last Sustainability Report in June 2019, the
following steps have been taken towards our mission – a fully sustainable way of doing business:
In August 2019, Icebug was certified by “Swedish Miljödiplomering” (“Swedish Environmental Certificate”), meaning that Icebug’s
overall sustainability management system was approved as well
as the environmental operations at the office, the events, and in
the store.
In June 2019, we made a historic offset of the total climate impact
of Icebug’s business since the start in 2001. We decided that from
that point onwards, we would offset 200 % of emissions caused.
Icebug has set climate targets and also adopted an Environmental
Policy and a Code of Conduct to secure the social conditions in
the value chain (see Mission, Targets, and Policies).
During the past year, Icebug joined forces with a number of new
partners, such as: SATRA, the Swedish Shoe Environmental Initiative (SSEI), ClimateNeutral.org, the 1.5°C Business Playbook, Fossil Free Sweden, and Clipop (see Partners).
Both ClimateNeutral.org and Clipop have reviewed and approved
Icebug’s lifecycle assessment, LCA, using 2018 as a basis for calculating climate impacts in Scope 3 (mainly impact from materials
sourcing and shoe production) according to the Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) Protocol.

The LCA in 2018 was performed on one Icebug style, and we are
now searching for ways to measure impact that will better represent the entire Icebug collection. We have made simplified impact
analyses of three styles representing hiking, walking and running
(see Mapping sustainability impact) and continue to evaluate
methods for impact analysis of all our styles. We have also recently
started to use a set of Icebug sustainability key indicators (see
Methods below).
Icebug has intensified the collaboration with TrusTrace (see Partners). We have improved the material data interface and are currently codeveloping the tool for a transparent sustainability impact
calculation that will be integrated in the Trustrace platform.
Last year’s mapping of stakeholders’ priorities of sustainability
aspects was done by the Icebug staff. The intention was to involve
the stakeholders directly (GRI guidelines) this year, but due to the
Covid-19 situation, we could not prioritize this. Until further mapping, last year’s priorities remain.
Last year, we also identified need for further mapping of social
impacts. In October 2019, Icebug introduced a Code of Conduct
with a timetable for further steps.
In the autumn of 2019, Icebug was audited by Fair Action
regarding leather production and was found to be the only of the
audited brands that openly discloses the contact information to
the producers.
By Maria Munther, Sustainability Manager
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SUSTAINABILITY & DESIGN: A HOLISTIC APPROACH
As a company producing products, we are far from being fully
sustainable. Products require energy and materials, and they generate emissions and waste. We can streamline and make improvements, use green energy, and upgrade materials, but until we
have a truly circular system where we intertwine end-of-life with
the production of new products, we are far from perfect.
However, we do have a mission to transform from the dirty footwear industry to a better and cleaner one, and we are taking
action step by step. We have already come far. One propelling
factor is having the support and full understanding of the importance of sustainable transformation throughout the entire company. It is not just a few headstrong and passionate people that
are working with sustainability; we are all in this and use it in different ways throughout our daily work.
The way that we work with sustainability within the design of our
products that it is part of the entire design process, from beginning to end. It is not a separate thing that is added on in the end
because it should be. This way sustainability is a natural part of
the features and design of the shoes, giving value to the end consumer in more ways than the benefits of our planet.
These are some of the design guidelines we work from:

Keep it simple. Can something be removed
that has no function?

This is to reduce the amount of unnecessary materials. There are
so many shoes on the market today where an abundance of materials, often PU, have been added for aesthetic reasons only, not
bringing any function. This is also the case with foam, a lot of the
fancy-looking shoes with embossed textile have foam underneath.
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Use deboss /emboss or embroidery instead
of print

Debossed and embossed logos on leather maintain longer than
print and do not require any chemicals. Print often peels off, which
might bring the user to stop using them well before they are worn
out due to them looking old.

Can mono-materials be used?

We aim to avoid mixing natural and synthetic materials to prepare
for future possibilities of material recycling. This is a difficult task,
especially when it comes to the midsole, outsole and combining
them with a textile or leather upper.
By using these points, and many more, as a mantra in the back of
our head when we are designing, as well as sourcing materials, we
have been able to reduce the amount of materials as well as the
mix of different materials in our shoes. For SS21, we have aimed
to make shoes that minimize our use of plastics as well as to mini
mize the number of different materials. Plastics are not only a
non-renewable resource, but even if you use recycled plastics, it
releases microplastics into the environment during its lifetime.
The majority of these microplastics are released during the making of the textile, as shoes are not put in the laundry. A large part
of the microplastics problem is that we need to attack the issue at
its source, the production of products consisting of plastic. Therefore, we have sourced alternative materials such as hemp and
wool for some of our SS21 shoes. These materials are not only a
good sustainable choice, they also have natural material properties that enhance the function for the user, giving a holistic
approach to sustainable design – for the planet and the user.
By Mariell Bjuhr, Product Designer
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DESIGN STRATEGY
Icebug’s strive to be a forerunner in sustainability and sharing the
knowledge we gain to make the industry a cleaner and better one
continues. We have all embarked on this journey we call The
Quest for a Sustainable Future; where the goal is to create fully
sustainable footwear for the outdoors. The road is long and winding and the challenge is huge. But to see how far we have come
up to this point most definitely encourages us and makes it very
clear to us we are on the right track.
This year, we are focusing on reducing the use of plastics and
replacing them with renewable sources, such as algae, wool, and
hemp. In the case where plastics are used, we’re ensuring they are
recycled with GRS certification.
This means digging deeper into the (many) components of a performance shoe. Replacing foams with recycled PET, replacing
inner reinforcements with recycled fishing nets, and using recycled merino wool felt instead of plastic reinforcement at the shoes
eyestay.
Another focus area has been to clarify our visual design strategy.
How do we make our shoes look inviting and attractive but still
with an air of Scandinavian minimalism? This work continues as we
reflect on what designs we believe are truly talking Icebug and
to change.
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The design work at Icebug is completely focused on longevity,
both talking durability and aesthetics. We believe in classic timeless design. We believe in making footwear that people really
need, and to make it with a look that you don´t feel you need or
want to change over the seasons. The design language is clean
and minimalistic, not overwhelmed with features that aren´t necessary for the function, comfort, or performance. Everything is
there for a reason: to make the best outdoor footwear for people
to fully enjoy the amazing outdoors.

So how are we proceeding on this quest
for a sustainable future? What are our
true numbers?

• 100 % of the leathers used for SS20 are gold-rated according
to Leather Working Group standards and tanned with DriTan™
technology.
• 96 % of all textiles used have one or several of the following
sustainability features: recycled polyester, bluesign®-certified,
and /or low-impact dyed.
• We use 10 % BLOOM® algae in our midsoles reducing fossil
resource use.
By Karin Möller, Head of Design
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PRODUCTION STRATEGY
As we are writing this report, the world is facing an unprecedent
crisis with the Covid-19 pandemic. The consequences to follow
are and will be on many levels! In this time, we think of those we
know that are far away and of our factories. The most important
aspect of our factory strategy has and remains to be having a
strong partnership. We believe in the mutual organic benefit
between partners in order to create sustainable business. A key
factor for a strong relationship is time. It takes time to build understanding of process, product, business… and trust.
Even with so many uncertainties and question marks, there still
remains one part that we are confident with today, which is the
fact that we are not afraid to take on the challenges together with
our partners. Due to government policies, it has not been possible to have as much presence on site as previously done in the
past. We have therefore been obliged to respond very swiftly
with digitalization. This is actually a positive for the environment,
and we realize (like many others now) that digitalization can be
implemented much faster than forecasted when we are obliged
to. This is a golden opportunity for the planet to be able to reduce
travels, but of course, this puts even higher demand on communication and trust.
Looking into the last year, our main targets have been to continue
to increase traceability and minimize our footprint.
Traceability is a huge area; it feels that there is always another
level to go deeper into the supply chain. To manage all data and
be able to consolidate everything on products, materials, suppliers… we are working with TrusTrace and aim to have our full Summer 2021 Collection fully in the system when the collection will be
launched to the consumer, meaning that every single component
and every gram of materials will be in the system with detailed
raw material specifications, and in many cases, origins of the raw
materials.
TrusTrace is a central tool of our development because it also
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helps us to quantify and work on the second pillar to minimize the
footprint. In collaboration with our factories, we look at ways to
optimize patterna and reduce waste as well as choose and test
materials with lesser impact.
For example, in 2019, we worked a lot on the nubuck leather
Icebug / Ecco combined factory, Great Process Co. LTD, in order
to introduce the Ecco DriTan leather. The leather is produced
using a method that reduces water and chemical usage drastically
during the tanning process. We have also adjusted the quality
specification and the shoe design in order for Great Process to be
able to minimize production waste as much as possible.
Another example is our waste management pursuit with reinforcement material from Milspeed. After carefully selecting the
material which perform like virgin material but is made of 60 %
recycled plastic: 12 % recycled fishing nets and 48 % recycled thermoplastics, the next step has been to reduce waste, and in this
case, even to close the loop completely. This means that Milspeed
collects and recycles skeletal waste after cutting components
from sheets and reuses it for next production batch.
These are positive steps, but challenges remain. Energy and pricing are two difficult topics from our perspective that we are
actively working on. For about the last year, we have been investigating the possibility to support our shoe production factories in
the switch to green energy. It is progressing, but slowly. When it
comes to the pricing hurdle, better environmental alternatives in
the shoe business cost more, sometimes too much for a financially
sustainable business for Icebug. We wish that sometimes we could
do even more, but we must take it step by step including everyone until the final customer. That said, we as team together with
our partners, want to reassure you that we are willing to continue
shaking the industry and do more, the sooner the better!
By Jérôme Manceau, Director of Product
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ICEBUG XPERIENCE
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Icebug Xperience is our entire collection of events, covering all
the events that Icebug hosts. The purpose of Icebug Xperience is
to embody Icebug values, use our products, and to show people
that life is better out here in the natural environment. The portfolio
contains annual running and walking events in the Nordic countries, such as Icebug Xperience West Coast Trail, Icebug Xperience Ultra, Icebug Xperience Mountain Trail, Icebug Backyard
Trail, Frozen Lake Marathon and Winter Run.

We also have the ambition of not using any disposables at our
events, and when we are forced to use them, we make sure they
are recycled products. Since we want to take care of the environment in the area, most of the events follow existing paths and
trails, we have a strict policy regarding littering during the events,
and we place garbage bins along the courses. Due to these
efforts, in 2019, Icebug Xperience was given the certification
Miljödiplomering (Environmental Diploma) by “Svensk Miljöbas.”

The events attract thousands of outdoor enthusiasts from all over
the world. Economic, social and environmental sustainability is
something we really care about. We want the events to grow
organically with the local area, so we work with local entrepreneurs and innkeepers. Our vision is that most consumables at
Icebug Xperience events should be made of organic, locally-
produced ingredients.

By Jonas Svengård, Event Manager
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FOREST FEMMES
In August 2016, we launched our Forest Femmes concept, and it
was a huge success from the start. From the beginning, we managed to carry out our goal: to inspire more women to try trail
running, to eliminate all the mental obstacles they had, and to
show them the beauty of running in the forest, together as a
group. At the beginning of 2017, we had 300 followers on our
Gothenburg Facebook page, and by the end of 2019, we had
nearly 5,000 followers.
We have also expanded our concept to Kullavik, Stockholm,
Uppsala, Växjö, Lerum, Oslo (Norway), Minneapolis (USA), and
Munich (Germany). This allows us to reach more women and to
help them take the step from running in the cities to running in
the forest. There are lots of studies showing that running in the
forest does wonders for our mental health and for our bodies.
We are very glad to be able to spread our knowledge and to
inspire more people to try trail running and see the benefits for
themselves.
In 2019, we started our community page on Facebook so that
every Forest Femmes runner could share their story and communicate with each other. It’s been a success with over 1500 members in a few months. That shows the importance of being part of
a group or a community, feeling a sense of belonging.
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Forest Femmes – together we own
the forest!

The purpose of Forest Femmes is simple: To encourage more
women to take up trail running. In our store, we were constantly
meeting people who wanted to try it out, but who were a bit
uncertain about where and how to begin and not entirely comfortable about going out on their own.
Forest Femmes removes the obstacles by running together in
groups, offering companionship as an added bonus. We place
considerable focus on having fun and enjoying our surroundings,
and very little focus on speed and performance. We encourage
participants to find new running companions in the group so that
they can go out on runs together in addition to our normal joint
sessions.
During sessions, we’re always there to support and cheer people
on. All levels are welcome and we make sure we come up with
challenges to suit everyone. It’s perfectly OK to take a few extra
runs up a tough slope while the others catch up, and it’s also OK
to walk sometimes. We always encourage runners when they’re
struggling. We love being out in the forest and notice what a positive impact it has on our wellbeing, both physical and mental. We
want everyone to have the chance to experience it!
By Michaela Lindgren, Xperience / store team member.
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SERVICE AND REPAIR
The Icebug Customer Service team provides guidance to our customers on how to care for their shoes, depending on wear and
tear and different styles and materials. We offer our customers
sustainable service options to extend product lifetime by revitalizing their shoes with replacement parts, such as new laces,
insocks, studs, hooks, and zipper pulls.
We encourage customers to visit their local shoemaker or repair
shop to repair shoes with minor defects, where the shoes are otherwise in a good condition and functionality remains or can be
restored. Icebug offers reimbursement for minor repairs to prevent the customer throwing away or replacing the shoes. We
always look at which pieces on a shoe could be replaceable to
prolong a shoe’s lifetime and we offer these spare parts to our
customers at no cost. A good example of aftercare is the replacement of lost studs. We provide replacement studs free of charge
and have a simple and successful method for inserting them.
A how-to guide on shoe care is provided on our website.
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At Icebug, we actively try to keep repairs as environmentally
friendly as possible. By supplying retailers and shoemakers with
spare parts, we eliminate unnecessary shipping from/to end consumers who could have a repair carried out locally. The packaging
used to send out spare parts has been updated to favor paper
materials over plastic. Small improvements like these are in line
with one of Icebug’s core values – being part of the whole. Icebug
users should know and feel that we help them contribute to a
sustainable future by prolonging the life of their shoes. In cases
where a product cannot be fixed, detailed records are kept of all
claims so that carryover styles, and new developments are
improved in terms of longevity, material, comfort and usability.
By Peter Sandblad, Customer Service Representative
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EMPLOYEE PERSPECTIVE
The integration of sustainability efforts into
the global team

With Icebug Inc. in the U.S. and Icebug GmbH in Germany, there
are two daughter companies integrated in the sustainability
efforts. As part of the global Team, we are, despite differences in
culture, legal framework, and buying behaviour, both responsible
for aligning our efforts and acting as ambassadors of the Icebug
culture. There are basically three layers, depending on the liberty
this framework provides us.
Layer one is 100 % voluntary action, which we can simply adapt
1-to-1. Incorporating ClimateNeutralNow as CO2 reduction and
compensation was straight forward. As – state today – this is not
regulated. With this action, we ensure the overall company is acting responsibly, even when a person driving to a sales appointment is technically employed by one of the daughter companies.
Layer two is elements which we can adapt, but not integrate
1-to-1 due to different frameworks. Examples here are recycling
regulations or work and parental leave regulations. The strategy
here needs to be to work within the legal framework of each
country while assessing if extra steps are necessary. Staying with
the example, as a concrete solution, we are offering (temporary)
part-time options, which are more flexible than typically the case.
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Layer-three: Living life as an ambassador of Icebug values. This is
probably the most interesting and most inspiring part as an
employee. Sweden is seen as progressive in driving sustainability,
and Icebug even more so. Many parts of Europe or the US still do
not value sustainable efforts similarly.
The more we and partners know about it, the bigger the impact
we will have. During the last years, we have seen a big change
from being belittled with our vision and first efforts, to more and
more end consumers valuing our efforts and dealers starting to
change their buying criteria and actively talking about environmental impact and company values in the sales process. And this
again is an empowering feeling for all of us. So, we are closing the
loop on what Icebug wants to stand for – never mind where on
the planet.
By Mathias Basedow, Country Manager Germany / Austria
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THE LOVE OF NATURE AND BALANCE IN LIFE
Icebug aims not only to attract the right people to the company
but to keep them happy at work and help them develop and grow.
As with any sustainability project, constant and long-term dedication is required in order to find new ways to progress within the
field of human resources.
Icebug advocates balance in life and strives to work smarter
instead of harder.
We know how difficult it can be to get to that valuable time where
you find time to invest in your own health after a day at work and
with all the family activities
That’s why we offer our staff that opportunity during working
hours. We offer them three hours a week dedicated to physical
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activity, when the switchboard is closed and everyone has to activate themselves – whether for a walk along the river, a gym class
in the yoga room, or a run in the forest. It’s a way of trying to keep
coworkers healthy, give people who might not normally work
together a chance to mix, and to increase our love of nature. Apart
from the forest around us, which serves as a brilliant gym, there is
a yoga room which is also used as ping-pong room and general
exercise room.
To balance personal life and work life is one of the core values at
Icebug. Normally, meetings are scheduled between 9.00 and
16.00, to make flexible working time truly flexible. Healthy coworkers are happy coworkers, and we want to spread our love of
nature not only to our co-workers but to the world around us.

“To balance personal life and work life
is one of the core values at Icebug.”
Lhina Segerbo, People and Culture Manager
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SUSTAINABLE EMPLOYMENT
Sustainable employment is all about supporting people to stay at
work, to develop, grow, and feel good. Commitment and responsibility are the foundation of both sustainable employees and sustainable organizations. Commitment gives sustainable employees
who create results. Greater challenges require each individual to
feel personal commitment – that the work is important and meaningful. When we feel good, we can think bigger and act wiser. By
sustainable employees, we mean employees who, over time, feel
good, perform, enjoy and develop – in a way that means both the
organization and the individual gain.
By strengthening personal responsibility and clarifying which values should guide the company, a breeding ground is created for a
prosperous and efficient organization. In a culture of responsibility,
individuals take responsibility for their own and their colleagues’
sustainability, while taking responsibility for ensuring that the
organization lasts, achieves its goals and delivers result in the
longer term. When individuals take responsibility, a sustainable
and driven collective is created with a high degree of financial
results, job satisfaction, and customer satisfaction.
The work environment at Icebug is characterized by creativity, participation, and a good atmosphere. With everyone’s involvement,
it becomes easy to create a good workplace. The goal is for every-
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one to feel job satisfaction, security and affinity and to think it’s fun
to go to work. Together we want to create something based on
true values and passion – something that provides a real benefit to
people. We share with each other our experiences, successes, and
failures.
We create time to contribute knowledge beyond our own area of
expertise when asked by a colleague, and we celebrate success!
We encourage each other and give each other clear feedback. We
are honest with ourselves and with each other. We take care of
ourselves and treat our own health responsibly. We strive together
to create an environment of kindness, where everyone feels
included and is treated equally regardless of gender, gender identity or expression, ethnicity, religion or other belief, disability, sexual orientation, or age.
Sustainable employment creates stunning colleagues in an inspiring workplace characterized by creativity, playfulness, flexibility,
and transparency.
By Lhina Segerbo, People and Culture Manager
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CLIMATE POSITIVE
Sustainability has been high up on Icebug’s agenda for several
years. The step towards being able to measure what our total
impact would be and to calculate the cost for it was therefore a
little easier in comparison with most other companies.
By the end of the Summer of 2018, the urge grew in us to do more
and act faster. As a company, our conviction became that we had
the moral obligation to do what we could on our part to try and
move towards a less risky place. And that meant that the ongoing
work of step by step trying to minimize the negative impact was
not enough. The hack we came up with to speed up towards being
fully sustainable was to offset our emissions with a surplus, to not
only be climate neutral but climate positive. We formulated our
pledge: To become climate positive. This is a three-step process –
measure, reduce, and offset.

The principle is straight forward. There is a balanced state of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere where the risk of increasing
temperature is acceptable. At this point, we’re way over that balance, and human activity keeps emitting more than the planet can
absorb. But if you offset greenhouse gases emitted with actions
that decrease the same amount of greenhouse gases, your greenhouse gas balance sheet is in check. If you offset more than you
cause, you are part of the solution in getting closer to a balanced
state. Offsetting is not a green card to carry on as before, and
actual emissions have to go down. But it’s also not a letter of indulgence. It has a real effect.
Offsetting is the last step in the chain, and most of our time and
focus goes into measurement and reduction. But we need to be
realistic and acknowledge that we cannot reduce our emissions
down to zero, so we offset twice of what is left of our emissions,
thus making us climate positive.
By James Varkey and David Ekelund
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SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT
Our approach – using the best parts
of established systems

As explained in last year’s 2019 Sustainability Report, Icebug has
set up a basic structure for continuous improvement of the sustainability of Icebug, that is used to find priorities, follow up, and
do adjustments in an agile and cost-effective way.
We are successively building an agile sustainability management
system that meets the needs of Icebug and our stakeholders and
that is integrated in our working processes. The way Icebug handles this is to combine parts from different established systems:
• Mapping significant sustainability aspects according to Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards: this gives a basis for goals
and priorities in the whole area of sustainability.
• Icebug is certified according to Miljödiplomering (Swedish
Environmental Management System). It is based upon the core
elements of the international environmental management systems ISO 14001 and EMAS.
• The GRI-based mapping of significant sustainability aspects is
used as basis for the Miljödiplomering. It is clear that the most
important aspects lie in the shoe production part of the value
chain. This mapping does not go into details of the operations
(offices, transports, staff).
• To cover the environmental aspects of Icebug’s operations, we
use the Miljödiplomering checklists to map the performance and
identify action points for improvement.
• We follow the basic principles in the Green House Gas (GHG)
Protocol for calculating and reporting on climate impact.
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Miljödiplomering – Swedish Environmental
Diploma

Miljödiplomering is a simplified environmental management system targeting small and medium sized companies (it can also be
used for public organizations). The model is relatively simple and
the aim is to achieve continuous environmental improvements in
an efficient way. It is based upon the core elements of the environmental management systems ISO 14001 and EMAS. However,
many written routines and steering documents have been replaced
with sector-based check lists with typical improvement actions for
the most relevant environmental aspects.
The Swedish National NGO Svensk Miljöbas https://www.svenskmiljobas.se/index.html sets the national standard for Miljödiplo
mering and approves operators and auditors for Miljödiplomering.
Companies must hire an approved operator (utförare), that supports the company with methods, templates, educations, and
guidelines to implement the Miljödiplomering. Icebug uses
Ramböll as both operator and auditor (different parts of Ramböll).
As the name implies, the scope of Miljödiplomering is the ecological impact. The system does not cover the entire sustainability
field (ecological, social, and financial impact) as the scope of the
sustainability work at Icebug does. We did not find a corresponding “sustainability diploma.” However, pilot projects are ongoing
to create a sustainability management diploma. Perhaps we’ll earn
one in the future.
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Icebug’s mission, targets, and policies

Environmental policy

At Icebug, we have aligned our climate emission reduction targets
with the science-based targets and the 1.5°C Business Playbook
(see Partners). Icebug commits to:

• Our products shall be durable, easy to take care of and repair.
• We inspire and inform our customers (incl. event participants) to
make better environmental choices.
• We always search for the best environmental material and process, and to minimize environmental impact for all parts of the
product value chain.
• We connect with suppliers and other partners that help us fulfil
Icebug’s sustainability goals.
• We strive for continuous improvement of Icebug’s sustainability
performance.
• We map the environmental impact in our value chain to make
the right priorities, and accordingly we focus on energy / climate,
hazardous chemicals and resource management/circularity.
• Of course, we follow all relevant Swedish and international
legislation.

Icebug’s mission is to lead the transformation to a fully sustainable way of doing business. (strategy from 2015)

• Reduce emissions from Icebug’s value chain at least by 50 % by
2030 from the base year 2015, and then cutting them in half
every 10 years to stay below a 1.5°C temperature increase.
• Have minimum 50 % renewable energy in our Tier 1 factories
(Tier 1 means factories that produce our footwear) by 2022.
• Keep Icebug’s total footprint climate positive / well below
climate neutral (net zero emissions) by carbon offsetting 200 %
of remaining emissions after reduction measures.
Icebug uses the functional unit “one pair of shoes, men’s size 10”
(size that represents average pair of shoes sold) to measure the
climate emissions (see Methods below).
There is a risk to suboptimize, to move problems to other parts of
the eco or social system, if we steer with only one parameter like
climate emissions. To cover all important issues of the sustainability
field, we also have other guiding principles as the Environmental
Policy, the Code of Conduct, and a set of Sustainability Key
Indicators to measure improvements and guide our choices.
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Icebug’s mission is to lead the transformation to a fully sustainable
way of doing business. Icebug makes products that people really
need that facilitate a connection to nature all year around:

Code of conduct

Icebug operates according to 9 principles as a basic sustainability
level that we expect at all levels of the Icebug value chain. We
have set a time table for the next steps. Due to the Corona virus
situation, the time table is delayed as we cannot travel to visit the
factories.
1. Icebug strives to comply to international human and labour
rights declarations.
2. Icebug complies with labour laws and regulations in the countries where we are active.
3. We actively improve processes and labour conditions at our
partner factories by being on site minimum 150 working days a
year (Corona virus has reduced the presence).
4. We strive for continuous improvement of the labour conditions
in the Icebug value chain.
5. We establish long-term business relations with our suppliers
where quality aspects (incl. environmental, social standard) are
equally important as cost.
6. We believe in mutual learning to raise the sustainability level
including workers’ conditions, and that this will allow Icebug
and our suppliers to grow together.
7. We are open with where we source and produce our products
and components.
8. We share information between brands about sustainability conditions (incl. labour conditions), to raise the level in the footwear sector and reduce the work load.
9. If we need to find new suppliers, we preferably work with partners that have been audited by recognized third-party audit
organizations.

Sustainability key indicators

A set of sustainability indicators will from now on be applied to all
shoe styles as well as on total collections, to measure the sustaina
bility performance. See more in Sustainability key indicators
below.
• Global warming potential, carbon footprint: kg CO2 equivalents per pair of shoes.
• Biobased material, weight- % of shoe
• Recycled material, weight- % of shoe
• Sustainability Certified materials, weight- % of shoe
However, more important than all policy documents, is the culture
and the skills within the company and in the value chain. This culture and understanding of sustainability are what make us live up
to the policies and follow them in action in the daily work. The aim
is to achieve real sustainable value. At Icebug, we revaluate and
reflect on the policies and targets yearly.

See the full code of conduct here:
https://icebug-production.imgix.net/2019/12/04090336/IcebugCode-of-conduct-191029.pdf
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MEASURING SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT OF ICEBUG
– A CHALLENGE TO PURSUE
Mapping significant sustainability aspects

In 2019, Icebug mapped the sustainable aspects of Icebug’s total
activity (significance impact analysis, which is the basis for GRI
reporting). The mapping is revised yearly in connection to the
annual report, the sustainability report and the Miljödiplomering
audit by an external part (Ramböll). The prioritized goals are
implemented through Icebug’s regular flow team processes.
The 2019 mapping was partly based upon the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) Standard 101 Foundation, concerning the reporting principles (report content: 1.1 stakeholder inclusiveness, 1.2
sustainability context and 1.3 materiality).
The first mapping was purely qualitative and with an indirect estimate of the stakeholders’ priorities. The intention was to involve
the stakeholders directly (according to GRI guidelines) during
spring 2020. Due to the Corona virus situation, we could not prioritize this, as both Icebug and all the stakeholders had more
urgent matters to cope with.
So, the prioritized sustainability aspects remain like in last year’s
report, as follows:
Health and wellbeing was clearly the highest prioritized aspect,
followed by hazardous chemicals, energy/climate and working
conditions, transparency and sharing, waste, and circularity/circular economy.
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All these aspects, plus water/sanitation (bluesign, DriTan etc.) and
ecoystems (Bloom algae, wool), have been prioritized by Icebug
since 2015 in the work to improve the sustainability of the shoe
production and sourcing new materials.
We feel confident keeping the same priorities as we can’t see any
specific drastic changes during the last year – neither in Icebug’s
stakeholders’ sustainability values nor in the global monitoring of
sustainability news or benchmarking of other brands. However,
we plan to involve the stakeholders next year, and combine this
with the latest sustainability impact results of Icebug shoes to
highlight the parts of the value chain and the materials with most
impact.
Work is going on to map the material flows of the value chain, by
putting all product data from producers and material suppliers
into the TrusTrace platform (see Method below). When this is
complete – covering all styles and materials for one season – we
can make a more accurate calculation of the total impacts of Icebug shoes.

Ecological impacts in the shoe value chain

Together the apparel and footwear industries generated 5 – 10 %
of global pollution impacts in 2016. Footwear alone represents
approximately 1– 2 % of the total impact, and about 1.4 % of
global climate impacts, 700 million metric tons CO2 equivalent.
(Ref. Quantis: Measuring Fashion – Environmental Impact of the
Global Apparel and Footwear Industries Study, 2018)

The phases in the lifecycle with highest impact were identified as
follows:
• Production of input materials, particularly leather and synthetic
materials;
• Manufacturing of finished product.
• Distribution, use, and end-of-life phases are of minor importance.

11.5 kg CO2e per shoe pair, based upon the Ivalo LCA study after
adjustments, and then we offset 30 – 100 % more. As with all LCAs
there are uncertainties, and a need to get a third-party review.
During the past year, two external climate partners have reviewed
and approved Icebug’s LCA as a basis for the Scope 3 climate
impact (mainly materials and shoe production).

(Ref. Background report for the EU Ecolabel of footwear (2013)
and the Quantis report above). Overall, the Manufacturing as well
as the Raw material extraction stages are the biggest drivers
across all impact categories. Transport accounts for only 2.5 % of
footwear’s global impact and packaging production and disposal
appear to be negligible, regardless of the selected indicator.

Social impacts in the value chain

A study by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) of a running shoe ASICS GEL-KAYANO was ranked as the best available
Lifecycle Assessment (LCA) of footwear by the EU Ecolabel report
(2013), and is still widely referred to as the most reliable footwear
LCA. The MIT result for climate impact of shoes: 14 kg CO2
equivalents per shoe pair.
Some news worth noting is that Allbirds, a US footwear brand, has
started this year to report climate footprint for all their sneakers,
showing that their average shoe emits 7.6 kg CO2e per pair.
https://www.allbirds.eu/pages/sustainability

Icebug’s climate footprint

Icebug’s lifecycle assessment of Ivalo2 BUGrip by Mittuniversitetet 2018 shows the result 7 kg CO2e per shoe pair. For the climate
offsetting of 2018 /19 and 2019 / 20, Icebug used an estimate of

The impact studies described above mainly consider the physical
ecological impact of shoes in the value chain. The social impacts
are less explored at a sector level (gap to fill).
Health and well-being are the core of Icebug business, and naturally highly prioritized. Health is addressed both in reducing injuries due to slip and fall accidents and in inspiring people to get
moving outdoors.
Icebug did not identify specific issues or challenges in the overall
business activity regarding ethics, human rights (partly included in
working conditions), corruption, equality and diversity. However,
we recognize that in general these are areas of concern, so we
need to stay vigilant.
Working conditions in the value chain are a highly prioritized
aspect, and Icebug is working closely with the shoe producers to
follow up on working conditions. In October 2019, Icebug introduced a Code of Conduct with a time table for further steps, (see
Mission, Targets, Policies). Unfortunately, the follow-up work is
delayed due to Corona virus travel restrictions. We plan to catch
up on this as soon as possible.
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Method – calculation of climate impact

The carbon footprint, or climate impact, is just one part of a lifecycle-based analysis, which covers the whole range of ecological
impacts. However, it’s a high priority goal for Icebug to reduce the
climate impact, and the results of climate calculations will influence many decisions and be communicated to the market. It’s
very important to evaluate different calculation methods, and the
reliability of underlaying material bases and methods.
We are searching for a simplified method to calculate impact that:
• Is fairly reliable (there will always be uncertainties)
• Is based on lifecycle-based material impact values, cradle to gate
• Gives climate data in the unit kg CO2 equivalents per functio
nal unit
• Is preferably based upon LCA ISO standard methodology
• Is efficient and pragmatic (it’s not possible to do in depth LCAs
for all styles)
• If possible, has automized calculation algorithms.
• Is well documented – to show our customers.
• Is user friendly
By simplified calculation method, we mean a method with a footwear-based calculation formula, that have some predefined values from the footwear sector and that can be repeated for several
styles. However, there are still high demands in the material data
quality that should be based on reliable LCA data and as close as
possible to the specific material we are using, preferably from
Icebug’s suppliers.
TrusTrace has recently presented a tool for impact calculations,
T-CAT, that will be integrated in the TrusTrace platform. It will use
as much brand specific data as possible in the calculations. This
tool combines supplier data with generic data from several mate-
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rial bases, mostly from the Kering base. If there is no supplier
data, the generic data will be chosen and there is a possibility to
overrule the data choice manually.
The TrusTrace tool also enables an efficient flow of data from
material sourcing all the way to product sales presentations with
ecological footprints. We see a huge potential in this, and are currently actively developing the impact calculation tool together
with TrusTrace. See example of Outrun below.

Material sustainability data is key

The sustainability data quality from material suppliers varies a lot.
Some have 3rd party verified LCA and others are not familiar with
impact calculations at all. So what impact values to use must be
decided from case to case – for some materials the generic (general) values are considered most reliable and for some materials
the supplier can provide the most exact value. As there is presently a high demand for climate impact calculations, we believe
that there will be rapid development with fast improvement of the
material data quality and availability.
We found several material sustainability data bases with generic
data:
• With total or partly open source access to impact data: Kering
and Higg MSI.
• That we access via membership networks: SSEI Swedish shoe
environmental initiative, Higg MSI (full acess) and possibly STICA
The textile initiative for climate action.
• Commercial: Simapro with Ecoinvent, GaBi.
Most of the material bases can present a climate impact value per
material, often in the unit kg CO2 equivalents per kg material.
Material values are often based upon life cycle assessments from

“cradle to gate” meaning all the processes from the sourcing of
raw material to the shoe assembly production unit. The state the
material is in when delivered from the material supplier.

Functional unit

A challenge with reduction targets and impact calculations is how
to reduce sustainability impact while growing as a company. As
Scope 3 (products) is the majority of Icebug’s total impact, the
impact will necessarily grow with the turnover. It’s a challenge to
communicate the impact baseline and the sustainability improvements in a correct way.
In all Lifecycle Assessments, LCA, one must define a functional
unit that frames the scope of the analysis and makes it possible to
measure improvement on the product level. At Icebug, we use the
functional unit “one pair of shoes, men’s size 10” (size that represents average of shoes sold) to measure the overall impacts
including climate emissions.
Provided the Icebug customers only buy what they need, one
Icebug shoe will replace a standard shoe on the shelf. In this case,
each shoe that we sell will contribute to lower the sustainability
impact by the difference between Icebug’s impact and the
standard shoe impact. This way of thinking can only be applied if
there is no overconsumption and so long as Icebug is really a sustainability forerunner. We hope other brands will catch up and
challenge us on this.

Sustainability key indicators – version 1

Icebug introduces a set of sustainability key indicators to measure
improvements and act as guidelines for priorities for development. To do so, they must be robust and cover all potential development turns and remain the same for a long period of time (at
least until 2030, see climate goals). However, we’ll test the indicators during one year to see if they are fully applicable and does
the work. If needed, we’ll adjust the indicator set. The indicators
will be applied to all shoe styles as well as on total collections. The
%-age calculations are weight based.
Sometimes a material choice exposes conflicts between indicators – e.g. a biobased plastic can produce more climate emissions
than the fossil one. It’s important to bring those conflicts to the
surface so that we can make choices based upon a holistic view of
the sustainability consequences. If we don’t cover the whole picture there is a big risk that we sub optimize with a too narrow focus.
Icebug introduced the Better Choice label to consumers in the
Fall/Winter 2019 Collection to help consumers choose shoes from
a better sustainability perspective based on the different components of the shoe. The Better Choice criteria cover the same sustainability aspects as the sustainability indicators but are relating
to specific parts of the shoes (upper, midsole, lining etc.) whereas
the indicators are weight based relating to the total weight of the
shoe. Work is ongoing to coordinate the Better choice criteria and
the sustainability indicators, so that all will fit together in a clear
and consistent way.
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Global warming potential, kg co2
equivalents per pair of shoes

oring methods like Solution dye, digital print, or no coloring even
if those haven’t any formal certification. Today, we use the Leather
Working Group (LWG) Gold standard, DriTan leather, bluesign
textiles, organic sourcing, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC),
Responsible Wool Standard (RWS). You can read about these
materials on https://icebug.com/sustainability20.

Bio-based material – weight- % of shoe

These certifications and methods imply that the material has a
reduced environmental impact in the raw material sourcing (growing fibers or breeding animals) or in the material manufacturing
processes.

A given indicator, that connects to Icebug’s climate target. Unit:
kg CO2 equivalents per pair of shoes, size M10 – from carbon
footprint analysis (see Method above).

Reflects Icebug’s quest to reduce the use of fossil materials and
replace them with renewable bio-based materials. Today we have
wool, algae, hemp and natural rubber that are bio-based materials.
However, there is no general connection between bio-based
materials and less climate impact, sometimes it’s even the opposite. A big part of the environmental impact of bio-based materials lie in the sourcing of the material (growing fiber or breeding
animals). As a result, the bio-based materials demand more
research of the specific value chain compared with e.g. fossil plastic
(where there is much available generic data).

Recycled material – weight- % of shoe

This indicator covers postconsumer recycled material and industrial waste recycling. Today we use recycled polyester (in many
materials), recycled wool, recycled nylon (Milspeed reinforcement)
and recycled rubber.

The indicator % is based upon the presence of one or more certificates for a specific material. Only one is counted so there is no
double counting. The percentage is weight percentage of the
whole shoe. As the upper textiles are of relatively low weight,
the percentage will seem low if there are no certificates on sole
material.

Indicators example – Outrun

Follow the QR code for Outrun below (use the camera on your
mobile or tablet) and see the traceability and the indicators
including the climate footprint.

Sustainability-certified materials,
weight- % of shoe

Shows the weight-% of all materials that have one or several types
of sustainability certification for sustainable sourcing and/or,
reduced environmental impact in manufacturing processes and/or
reduced chemical use. This indicator also includes low-impact col-
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By Maria Munther, Sustainability Manager
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GHG REPORTING
We have used the guideline from the GHG Protocol Corporate
Standard to set up the inventory of our GHG emissions. We have
attempted to follow the standards when possible and taken extra
consideration of when the term “shall” has been used. We intend
to continue this practice for coming sustainability reports and
GHG inventories. The most complex part of our emissions is the
production of our shoes. This has been subject to a separate process, where calculations are based on a Lifecycle Analysis made on
one of our most popular winter shoes. Accounting for all emissions
generated by the business is a complex task and we strive to continuously refine our methods and tools.

The GHG Protocol states that reporting shall be based on the
following principles:
• Relevance: This can be obtained by making sure the GHG inventory appropriately reflects our emissions and can be used to
make decisions.
• Completeness: Accounting and reporting on GHG emission
sources are made on all activities within the communicated
boundaries.
• Consistency: Chosen methodologies are consistent over time,
allowing for year to year comparisons. Changes are documented.
• Transparency: Methods and data are clearly shown and assumptions are disclosed.
• Accuracy: The calculations of emissions are calculated to the best
of our knowledge; uncertainties are reduced as far as practicable.

Organiza9onal	
  boundary	
  

Opera9onal	
  boundary	
  

Financial	
  control	
  
approach	
  

Scope	
  1-‐3	
  

Disclosure	
  

Oﬀset	
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Icebug	
  fully	
  owns	
  or	
  controls	
  all	
  companies	
  within	
  
the	
  group.	
  All	
  the	
  emissions	
  generated	
  by	
  these	
  
companies	
  will	
  be	
  included.	
  
All	
  iden9ﬁed	
  emissions	
  from	
  Scope	
  1-‐3	
  are	
  
included	
  in	
  the	
  calcula9ons.	
  Most	
  of	
  the	
  
emissions	
  come	
  from	
  the	
  products,	
  which	
  are	
  
made	
  by	
  factories	
  that	
  are	
  not	
  owned	
  by	
  Icebug.	
  
More	
  than	
  99%	
  of	
  emissions	
  stem	
  from	
  scope	
  3.	
  
	
  
We	
  disclose	
  all	
  of	
  our	
  ﬁndings	
  on	
  our	
  website	
  and	
  
later	
  in	
  our	
  sustainability	
  report.	
  	
  

AHer	
  comple9ng	
  a	
  calcula9on	
  of	
  the	
  emissions	
  
generated	
  for	
  the	
  year,	
  we	
  oﬀset	
  our	
  emissions	
  
through	
  the	
  Climate	
  Neutral	
  Now	
  website.	
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Organizational boundary

Emissions calculations are made based on the financial control
approach, as defined in the GHG Protocol. This means all emissions generated by the Icebug companies located in Sweden,
Norway, Germany and the United States are included.

Operational boundary

We have chosen to include all the emissions that we have identified in scope 1 – 3. After making an analysis looking at the believed
size of emissions, risk exposure, stakeholder interest, and key
improvement areas; the production of our shoes was found to be
the most important category. This is the main activity of the company and the largest emitter. In the attached figure, all the identified categories can be found. The below categories come from the
BEE tool from climateneutral.org

Scope

Short description

1

Direct emissions

2

Emissions from electricity

3.1

Purchased goods

3.2

Capital goods

3.3

Manufacturing emissions

6
0
3 446
77

3.4

Upstream transport

3.5

Waste

3.6

Business travel

57

3.7

Employee commuting

34

3.9

Downstream transport
TOTAL
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Total tCO2e in 2019/20

192
1

18
3 830

Data collection

Activity data has been collected from invoices, suppliers, partners,
and internal statistics. Data for commuting and business travel has
been collected from employees using surveys. Purchased electricity was calculated using figures from supplier invoices. Waste was
calculated using data from our facility owner. Purchased materials
were collected using supplier invoices. Transportation of products
to warehouses (downstream transportation) was calculated using
actual shipping information and transportation from warehouse to
consumers (upstream transportation) was calculated using average distances based on the customer base.

Calculation factors and tools

All flights have been calculated using the online calculator from
the UN specialized agency ICAO (www.icao.int). The calculator
from ICAO was used by recommendation from Climate Neutral
NOW, another UN initiative, who have been partners to us during
the offsetting phase. The ICAO does not use an RFI(radiating force
index) factor with reference to incomplete evidence on the use of
such. We have however added an RFI factor of 1,9 after guidance
from Clipop (a platform for supporting climate neutral products).
Travel by car, office emissions and waste has been calculated using
the calculator from BEE/climateneutral.org. This tool is compliant
with the GHG protocol. Travel by train was calculated using statistics from SJ (Statens Järnvägar). Transportation of goods was
calculated using data from Adnavem and our 3PL partner Storex.
These were then calculated by Flexport. We cross-checked all the
figures with the tool from EcoTransIT (WtW figure), who follow
ISO14067 and EN16258. Emissions calculations from the production of our insoles (which account for around 3 % of sales) were
made using the Higg Index DDM platform.

Life cycle assessment, LCA

As the basis for our product (footwear) emissions, we have used
an LCA made by Jon Eklund at the Mid Sweden University. This
was done as his bachelor thesis work and was approved by the
university. This has also been checked and approved by LCA
experts provided by climateneutral.org and Clipop. The LCA
includes figures for transportation – but we have used our calculations for that instead. We use the resulting footprint of 11,5 kg
CO2 equivalents per pair of shoes to calculate the Scope 3 climate
emissions. We are currently in the process of making more LCA´s
for several of our more popular products through the
TrusTrace platform. These will form the basis for next year’s
calculations.

Scope	
  1	
  

Scope	
  2	
  

Base year

We have chosen the financial year (March 2019 to February 2020)
as our base for GHG climate calculation. We collect data continuously throughout the year but report once a year. The base year
for reduction targets is set to 2015 / 2016 as Icebug started the
sustainability project by Peak innovation in 2015. From that year
we have regularly improved the materials and processes in our
shoes to be more sustainable.

Emissions reduction target

A vast majority of our emissions come from the materials and the
products. At Icebug, we have aligned our climate emission reduction targets with the Science based targets and the 1.5°C Business Playbook (see Mission, targets and policies). Icebug commits
to reduce emissions from Icebug’s value chain at least by 50 % by
2030 from the base year 2015, and then cutting them in half every
10 years to stay below a 1.5°C temperature increase. By 2022
Icebug will have minimum 50 % renewable energy in our Tier 1
factories (Tier 1 means factories that produce our footwear). We
commit to keep Icebug’s total footprint climate positive / well
below climate neutral (net zero emissions) by carbon offsetting
200 % of remaining emissions after reduction measures. Reduction plans for travel and office will be planned during the year.

Scope	
  3	
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Development of the GHG inventory

Our GHG inventory is based on the best data available at the time
of publication. We wish to be transparent about its limitations. We
have not specified emissions per GHG separately yet, we aim to
do that in the future. Our calculation tools have built-in emission
factors and these have not been specified separately yet. We do
not have separate data for biologically sequestered carbon.

Offsetting

The GHG protocol states that purchased offsets should be disclosed so that it is clear if they are verified / certified. We have chosen to purchase offsets that are verified by the UN, called CDM
(Clean Development Mechanisms). CDM is mentioned in the GHG
protocol as an approved verifier of offsets. A climate-offsetting
project that has a CDM rating is thoroughly controlled / audited
and delivers both the promised offsetting as well as co-benefits
for society as a whole (varies from education to improved air quality, generally tied to the SDG´s defined by the UN).

We have chosen to offset our C02 through the UN initiative
Climate Neutral NOW. We avoid purchasing offsetting from large
hydro projects (as the social benefits of these have been questioned). One ton of CO2e can be offset by one CER (Certified Emission Reduction). Of the 7 750 CER that were purchased this year, 7
500 came from a wind farm project in Maharashtra, India.
It is called project 2342 and can be found on https://cdm.unfccc.
int/Projects/DB/RWTUV1229007791.61/view. The last 250 CER
came from our membership in climateneutral.org and came from a
project that captures methane gas from landfills. For future offsetting purchases we intend to follow guidelines from climateneutral.
org. These will be publicly available from July 2020. We have made
calculations on our historical emissions and purchased CERs to
compensate for those fully. The total purchased amount of CERs is
44 241 (and our calculated emissions are 39 277). To put that into
context, that’s the equivalent of removing 19 235 petrol cars from
Swedish roads for one year. Or preventing the melting of an estimated 132 723 cubic meters of arctic ice.
By James Varkey, CFO

CLIMATE POSITIVE

Corporate Carbon Footprint

tCO2e

Scope 1

6

Scope 2

0

Scope 3

3824

Total

3830

Offsetting

-7750

Net emissions

-3920

Total	
  emissions	
  since	
  start:	
  37	
  277	
  tCO2e	
  

Emissions	
  19/20:	
  3830	
  tCO2e	
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Total	
  oﬀse5ng	
  since	
  start:	
  44	
  241	
  tCO2e	
  

Oﬀse5ng	
  19/20:	
  7	
  750	
  tCO2e	
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PARTNERS
Icebug has been fortunate to work with many industry-leading
partners when it comes to sustainability. Collaboration is crucial,
and joint efforts have a much bigger effect than trying to solve the
problems individually. It’s also been great to see our value chain
partners becoming active contributors in sustainability, creating
possibilities for us and other partners to improve and develop
better products and production conditions with a reduced impact
on the environment and on people.

TrusTrace

TrusTrace is a product traceability and transparency platform.
TrusTrace tools make complex value chain structures more transparent and easier to follow, while simultaneously simplifying the
traceability of each product and its component origin. Supplier
information, certifications and audits are easily stored in one place.
Icebug started to work with Trustrace in early 2018 with a pilot
project, and have been full partners since Q3 2018. We are developing tools together and encouraging our suppliers to submit
data. Icebug believes that Trustrace will add value through the
whole value chain by being a support in material sourcing, quality
control, product footprint calculation and finally providing
sustainability information to the end customers.
https://www.trustrace.com/

The Swedish Chemicals Group by RISE

Since 2016, Icebug has been a member of the Swedish Chemicals
Group managed by the research institute RISE. We joined the
group to get support in minimizing the use of harmful chemicals
and secure that our suppliers don’t use any banned chemicals. We
get regular updates about new regulations and discovering of
new harmful chemicals. The chemicals group supports in commu46

nicating relevant chemical requirements to subcontractors and
regularly updates a Restricted Substances List (RSL) based upon
the European REACH legislation as well as other risk assessments
of materials and chemicals.
There are about 140 member companies divided into two subgroups, the textile industry and the electronics industry. Icebug is
a member of the “Chemicals Group Textiles,” primarily including
companies in the textile, fashion, footwear, furniture and retail
sectors. The Chemicals Group is linked to a network of experts
such as universities, chemicals and environmental protection
agencies.
https://www.ri.se/en/what-we-do/networks/chemicals-group?refdom=www.swerea.se
RISE also helps us with screenings of Icebug’s products to prioritize tests and make test schedules. Together with specialists, we
screen our shoe collection twice a year (spring/summer and fall/
winter) for possible chemical abnormalities and arrange testing in
third party facilities, mainly SGS. Test shoes are picked from the
production line, and external test institutes perform the chemical
testing of our shoes before they are shipped to our warehouse.
After testing, it is important to analyze the results according to
current European and global chemical substance regulations.
https://www.ri.se/sv

SOG

The Scandinavian Outdoor Group (SOG) has a sustainability subgroup that meets a few times a year in an active network. The
Group shares information on the latest updates and insights
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within sustainability. SOG has signed up to support the European
Outdoor Group (EOG) Sustainability Charter. The charter sets out
an understanding of good corporate citizenship and responsibility
and articulates the stages and aspirations of a journey towards
best practice. Icebug signed the Sustainability charter in early 2018.
https://www.scandinavianoutdoorgroup.com/projects-activities/
sustainability/

SSEI Swedish Shoe Environmental Initiative

Icebug recently (2020) became a member of the Swedish Shoe
Environmental Initiative. SSEI is an initiative developed by major
actors in the Swedish Shoe Industry which started in June 2012.
SSEI is a network currently consisting of companies/organizations
from the Swedish Shoe Industry. The first objective of SSEI was to
develop a tool/index that will help the single companies to reduce
the environmental and social impacts for productions of shoes.
The second objective is to increase the knowledge about the environmental impacts in a life-cycle perspective for footwear at the
participating companies/organizations.
https://ssei.se/

SATRA

This year, Icebug also became a new member of SATRA, an independent research and testing organization considered a leading
technical authority for footwear and leather. This membership
gives us access to footwear expertise and standardized test methods. The key aspect of working with SATRA from a sustainability
point of view will be to develop reliable standards of significantly
higher durability and ensuring that Icebug products meet those
more durable standards.
https://www.satra.com/about/
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CSR West Sweden

Icebug joined CSR West Sweden (CSR Västsverige) in 2016, a nonprofit organization that offers broad knowledge and a strong network in business responsibility issues. With more than 320 members from the private, public, and non-profit sectors and academia,
the association is today Sweden´s largest CSR-network. With the
vision statement “a region where all organizations take responsibility and make a difference in the world,” CSR Västsverige helps
its members to improve their ability to take responsibility for their
actions and encourages positive impact through their activities –
in short, making business go hand in hand with increased accountability for the environment and for society.
http://csrvastsverige.se/

1 % for the Planet

On January 1st 2020, Icebug became a member of 1 % for the
Planet. That means that we commit to donating 1 % of our total
sales, regardless if we’re making a profit or not, to non-profit environmental organizations. Icebug was the first outdoor shoe company to join 1 % for the Planet. We will steer our involvement in
1 % for the Planet towards climate change mitigation – organizations that work towards decreasing greenhouse gas emissions
and to keep regenerative ecosystems intact. The latter will also
have a positive effect on biodiversity which is another critical
aspect of the planetary boundaries.
https://www.onepercentfortheplanet.org/

Climate action networks:

As climate action is highly prioritized at Icebug, we are involved in
several climate networks that can help us gain new insights and
also aim to inspire others to start their journey towards a climate
sound business. Below are the most important right now. We are
always open to new collaborations that can strengthen the
climate quest.
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1.5°C Business Playbook

Since May 2020 we’re a supporting partner of the 1.5°C Business
Playbook, simply because it’s the best general starting point for
doing practical work that we have seen so far. The Playbook is
free to download here: www.exponentialbusiness.org.
The Playbook is a spinoff project of the Exponential Roadmap,
highlighting the 36 solutions that can scale exponentially to halve
greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 worldwide. Based on the
experience we now have, if we were to start gearing up our climate work today, we would start with this Playbook. It’s not just
to get started, it will also be very useful for our further work.
As a partner to 1.5°C Business Playbook, Icebug commits to the
1.5 Ambition: to do our utmost to halve our own and value chain
emissions every 10 years, preferably faster – and to reach net-zero
before 2050, to disclose emissions and progress publicly following standards on a yearly basis, to integrate climate in strategy
and contribute to climate action in society.

ClimateNeutral.org

Climate Neutral is a USA based independent non-profit organization working to accelerate the transition to a low-carbon world.
Icebug was certified in March 2020 and is one of 116 brands that
have gone through the steps to become Climate Neutral Certified
for 2019. The Climate Neutral Certified label empowers customers to choose brands that choose to pay for their carbon emissions. ClimateNeutral.org has a rigid structure and demands for
measuring impacts as well as offsetting criteria.
https://www.climateneutral.org/
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Climate Neutral Now

Climate Neutral Now is an initiative launched by UN Climate
Change in 2015 to encourage everyone in society to take action
to help achieve a climate neutral world by 2050, as outlined in the
Paris Agreement. The UNFCCC secretariat (UN Climate Change)
is the United Nations entity tasked with supporting the global
response to the threat of climate change. The Climate Neutral
Now pledge is a perfect foundation for climate commitment, for
brands, individuals, or organizations.
https://unfccc.int/climate-action/climate-neutral-now

Clipop

Clipop.org was established to provide one clear definition of what
a climate positive product is and to give consumers a single location to find products that help to leave the climate better. There
aren’t many products in the register yet, but there will be more
soon. https://www.clipop.org/products

Fossil Free Sweden

Fossil Free Sweden was initiated by the Swedish government
ahead of the COP21 climate change conference in Paris in 2015 as
the United Nations launched an Action Agenda, to show how
enterprises, cities, municipalities and organisations contribute to
climate efforts. Based on the decision by the parliament to make
Sweden climate neutral by 2045, the Fossil Free Sweden initiative
has encouraged business sectors to draw up their own roadmaps
as to how they will be fossil free while also increasing their competitiveness. 450 companies, organizations, and public bodies
have signed the declaration so far, which involves a commitment
to the 1.5°C target.
http://fossilfritt-sverige.se/in-english/
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